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Vital Tools to Correct Immune Problems 

Guest: Dr. Peter Osborne 

The contents of presentation are for informational 
purposes only and are not intended to be a 
substitute for professional medical advice, 
diagnosis, or treatment. This presentation does not 
provide medical advice, diagnosis, or treatment. 
Always seek the advice of your physician or other 
qualified health provider with any questions you 
may have regarding a medical condition. 

Jonathan: Welcome to the Immune Defense Summit. I’m your host, Jonathan 
Landsman, creator of NaturalHealth365.com.  

 

Did you know that every year, drug-resistant bacteria or super bugs kill 

700,000 people worldwide and is projected to be more lethal than cancer by 
2050? And infectious diseases still remain one of the leading causes of death. 

Cancer, cardiovascular problems, and diabetes are by far the leading cause of 

premature death in the world. But in reality, all of this is avoidable with a 
strong immune system. That’s why I created this event, to help you 

understand the roots of disease and how to prevent and reverse life-

threatening illnesses by re-empowering your immune system.  

 
Our show today: Vital Tools to Correct Immune Problems. Our guest, Dr. Peter 

Osborne, is a world-renowned expert in the field of gluten and gluten 

sensitivity, as well as orthomolecular functional pastoral medicine. As the 

author of a highly acclaimed book, No Grain, No Pain, Dr. Osborne is a doctor 
of chiropractic, board-certified clinical nutritionist, and adviser for the 

Functional Medicine University. He is the clinical director of Origins 

HealthCare in Texas. And is passionate about educating people and helping 

them heal through root cause resolution. 
 

The first step towards solving any health crisis is to recognize that something  
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needs to be done. When we don’t feel well, it’s easy to react by trying anything 
that comes our way. Whether it’s from conventional medicine, such as 

prescription medication, or even a more natural approach like taking a 

vitamin/mineral supplement. But once you’ve recognized that things don’t feel 

right and something must change to avoid more serious health problems, it’s 
my hope that your focused attention will go towards correcting immune 

system imbalances. Because, quite frankly, without a strong immune system, 

nothing else will matter. That’s why I’m so pleased to introduce you to a 

healthcare provider that works on fixing immune dysfunction at the root 
cause. 

 

Please join me in welcoming Dr. Peter Osborne to our program. Dr. Osborne, 

welcome. 
 

Dr. Osborne: Thank you, Jonathan. It’s a pleasure to be here. 

 
Jonathan: Dr. Osborne, if you could only make one suggestion to our 

listeners, what would you have them do to improve their immune system? 

 

Dr. Osborne: I’d say if we were limited to one thing, it would be look at your 
food. Make sure that what you’re actually eating is food. So we live in this 

world—I call it frood, Jonathan, it’s Frankenfood. You go and you pick up a 

hamburger or you pick up a package of any variety of different things.  

 
But what most people don’t realize is when you buy that hamburger, it’s been 

injected with hormones. It’s been cooked in genetically modified oils. And so 

you’re not really eating food. You’re eating frood. You’re eating manipulated 

food with chemicals added. And so if you could make one improvement, one 
change, they could alter the state of your immune system towards a much, 

much more positive light. it would be eat real food. 

 

Jonathan: It’s funny, my wife and I joke around all the time when we go out, 
it should be—the language should change on the menus of a lot of places that 

people go to eat. “I’ll have this genetically altered food product,” not even 

mentioning food. We should probably take that word out. “Or this chemically 
processed, highly processed toxic poison on a stick. I’ll take that as well.” I 

mean, it’s so true what you’re saying that we use the word food and everything 

should just stay calm and everybody should relax and not think about it. But 

the point is, our food has changed so much since World War II, no? 
 

Dr. Osborne: Absolutely. I mean we’ve given great trust to food manufacturers 

and companies that, farmers and companies, that help with the food supply in 
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our country. And not even just in the United States, but even in Europe and 
other developed countries. And that trust that we’ve given them has, in my 

opinion, it’s been greatly breached. I mean, you’ve got companies who have no 

ethical or moral standards in terms of what they’re putting together and 

calling food and feeding us.  
 

Even if you look at things like baby formula. I mean, the number one 

ingredient in most baby formulas is a genetically modified corn syrup. I mean, 

this is what we’re saying is healthier than breast milk to feed babies? And 
they’re starting life out and their immune systems are developing, right, and 

we’re saying, ‘feed them GMO corn syrup and that’s okay’. So I think we really 

have to dial it back and look at what is it that we’re actually putting in our 

bodies. People should be in tune with reading labels if the food even comes in 
a label. I say if you’re buying food that’s in packages, always read the label. 

But, ultimately, you should buy food that’s fresh. 

 
Jonathan: Dr. Osborne and I are going to be talking about food and vitamins 

and minerals and specific lab tests, a lot of interesting things to talk about in 

our conversation for sure. So I want you to hang in there all the way to the 

end because we’re going to be even talking beyond diet about some of the 
things that people should be doing to maximize immune function.  

But going back to food, Dr. Osborne, interesting. We hear a lot about the 

elimination diets and how that’s designed to improve immunity. Do you 

recommend this practice? 
 

Dr. Osborne: I do and I don’t. And here’s what I mean. I think any person 

should follow—I like to call them the three cardinal rules of eating. And rule 

number one is pretty simple. It’s the common sense rule. You cannot get 
healthy—you cannot maintain health eating food that is not healthy, right? So 

we all have this kind of common sense radar or little person that’s on our 

shoulder that’s saying, “I probably shouldn’t eat that ice cream. I probably 

shouldn’t eat those sweets or that candy or that sugar or that processed 
garbage or whatever it is.” We have kind of a litmus radar. It’s the common 

sense radar. 

 
But beyond the common sense radar, there’s another rule. And that is if you 

feel bad when you eat it, stop eating it. Listen to your body. Your body has an 

innate intelligence. It has an innate wisdom. Then it can guide you, if you 

listen to it. Too many times, people will eat something. And right before they 
eat it, they’ll say, “You know what? I’m going to pay for this tomorrow.” And 

they do it anyway. They’re completely ignoring their body’s warning system. 

And going against what their body would have them do. And that’s going to  
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compromise their immune system. It’s going to compromise their health.  
 

So that’s where I would recommend an elimination diet. It’s listen to your 

body. You do an elimination and part of that is listening to your body. You 

avoid certain foods that make you feel bad, as you go through the process of 
eliminating and paying attention. So on that aspect, I always recommend an 

elimination diet just as a common courtesy to respecting who you are, 

respecting your body, and respecting yourself, and as a measure to be 

healthier. 
 

But then, there’s this conundrum that sometimes elimination diets can’t help 

us with. And there’s this, in science, there’s what we call a delayed 

hypersensitivity response. It’s where we eat a food and the food can create an 
inflammatory response that’s non-obvious. And let me give you an example of 

what I mean. Somebody who developed high blood pressure. High blood 

pressure is an actual symptom of chronic inflammation.  
 

And so, we know there are certain foods that will trigger chronic inflammation 

that will lead to a hypertensive state. But we don’t feel high blood pressure. 

We generally go to the doctor and we get our blood pressure taken. And the 
doctor says your blood pressure is high. And we’re like, ‘Oh, I didn’t even 

know my blood pressure was high’. Right? Because it’s relatively, unless 

you’re having a stroke or unless your blood pressure is so high, it’s creating 

headaches, it’s non-symptomatic so we don’t really feel it happening. 
 

Well, some foods create a chronic low-grade inflammation that can lead to 

these types of symptoms of chronic inflammation that over time weakens the 

immune system, detracts or distracts the immune system. Remember, the job 
of the immune system is not to attack your food. The job of the immune 

system is to allow your body to survive the environment with adaptability and 

resiliency.  

 
And so if your immune system is so busy attacking food, chronic food allergies 

in a low-grade way, you’re going to dwindle away your immune resources so 

that when cancers or other diseases like infections try to pop up, they’re going 
to win the war. And we don’t want them to win the war. 

 

So where food elimination diet won’t work is if we’re having delayed 

hypersensitivity food reactions. And this is where I recommend testing. There 
are actually several, but there are different types of laboratory technologies 

that are now available and doctors can order them. Where we can isolate and 

identify what are called delayed food responses. And so understand that a 
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delayed food response has a window of inflammation that a person can 
respond within three hours, all the way out to three weeks. So there’s this 

three-hour to three-week window where a person can have an inflammatory 

response to foods that is largely asymptomatic. 

 
So if they’re eating foods that cause inflammation all the time, they end up 

with chronic inflammation that causes immune suppression and immune 

weakening. And then they end up in this very bad place. And in some cases, 

they actually end up with autoimmune diseases, meaning the immune system 
becomes so reactive to food, it goes on hyper alert, meaning the immune 

system is so used to attacking that it starts to attack the human body too. It 

gets confused. And so we end up with the state of an autoimmune reaction, 

which is the exact opposite of what we want our immune systems to be doing. 
 

Jonathan: Dr. Osborne, as you’ve been talking the last few minutes, I can 

really pull out in my mind that one of the biggest tools that we have in our 
toolbox, if you will, for improving immune function is increasing our 

awareness. That’s what this is all about. I’m picturing the person out there 

who’s suffering with a whole bunch of different things, different disease 

symptoms, different conditions, different medications they’re on, their diet 
they’re not quite sure what it is they’re really eating, they haven’t even thought 

about it at all. 

 

So increasing that awareness through what you were just talking about 
already, the elimination diet, if you will or going through that process the way 

I think about it of simplifying things, calming things down. I’ll go all the way 

over to the other extreme. I’m sure I can get your comments on this, Dr. 

Osborne. But like a water fast of three days or seven days. I mean, sure, it has 
to be under medical supervision especially if you’re talking about someone 

who’s really sick.  

 

But just the fact that someone’s going to put in clean, fresh water into their 
bodies and nothing else or just dropping away medications sometimes 

because there’s no more need for it or sometimes doctors even say, ‘stop 

taking these drugs that are hurting you so much’. And all of a sudden, the 
person feels better. Why? Because the body has cleaned house, right? Things 

have simplified about what’s going in and hurting it. And now the body’s 

awareness level is going so high that it can now protect itself from harm. And 

generally speaking, the person tends to feel so much better, right? 

 

Dr. Osborne: Yeah. I mean, you’re absolutely right, Jonathan, fasting. It’s 

even spoken about in the Bible. But it’s one of the best tools being aware and 
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just not putting pressure and stress on our gut. The immune system itself, as 
we’re talking about immunity, remember that 75%, someone argue as much 

as 80% of our entire immune systems are concentrated in our gut. That’s 

called the gastro-associated lymphoid tissue. And so it’s like tonsils that are 

wrapped around your small intestines.  
 

And if you’re eating all the time things that aren’t good for you, things that are 

generally not healthy, foods that you’re potentially allergic to, your immune 

system 80% of it is right there. It’s right there attacking all of those things 
you’re putting in your body. So just the act of fasting alone shuts down a 

hyperreactive immune system because even though you’re no longer putting 

in potential nourishment, you’re no longer putting in detriment and you’re 

giving the gut a break.  
 

You’re giving the immune system a break. You’re allowing the body to mount 

the liver’s response for better detoxification. If you’re staying hydrated with 
that water, you’re telling the kidneys to help push toxins out of the body. And 

so all of that that fasting can do is such a powerful, powerful thing for people 

to attempt. 

 
Jonathan: No doubt about it. It is a common theme throughout this entire 

event. The Immune Defense Summit is talking about things that threaten 

immune health. And it’s so important to be aware of those threats. And even 

in military language, they will say with all the macho stuff they have, the 
weapons, the pure muscle power and strength that each of these soldiers 

have, the most intelligent military people will tell you, the best way to protect 

yourself from any kind of threat is just to simply avoid them. Not to engage in 

them and start fighting them. But to just simply avoid threats. And that’s a 
big part of this event, is making people aware of them. 

 

So, having said that, Dr. Osborne, this is an important part. Getting together 

with a physician that really appreciates all of this. Like someone like you. Are 
there specific lab tests that are beneficial in helping a person to identify these 

immune weaknesses? Because for me, with my athletic background, I really 

have grown to appreciate how getting this feedback and becoming more aware 
is really the first step. 

 

Dr. Osborne: No doubt about it. First thing is self-feedback right? Listening to 

your body. And that’s the best doctor, right? To be your own doctor in that 
sense, is just to listen to what your body is telling you. But when you reach a 

point where you are listening…And maybe you’re still struggling. Maybe you’ve 

been diagnosed with cancer or autoimmune disease. Maybe you’ve been 
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diagnosed with a chronic infection and you just can’t seem to beat it. This is 
where lab technologies can identify these potential weaknesses in the immune 

system. It can give you insight into how to fix them. 

 

One of my favorite types of testing to do, Jonathan, is to look at the nutritional 
status. There have been at least 200 studies published on how the nutritional 

status of the human affects the function of the immune system. Let me give 

you an example, vitamin D. Vitamin D, if we look at what it functions to do—

Think of vitamin D as the parents. And think of the immune system as the 
child. Vitamin D helps to mold and shape the behavior of the immune system 

like a child as the parent, right? So vitamin D is kind of regulating and 

guiding the immune system so that it doesn’t overrespond. It doesn’t 

underrespond. It has an appropriate response. So vitamin D is just one 
example. 

 

Other nutritional deficiencies that I commonly see in immunocompromised 
patients, zinc deficiency, vitamin C deficiency, vitamin A deficiency, L-

glutamine deficiency, B vitamin deficiencies. These things can all be 

measured. And so, if you’ve got a really good and astute doctor working on 

your team, one of the first things you should have them do is measure for 
essential nutritional deficiencies. And when I say essential, I mean you cannot 

get essential nutrients by making them inside of your body. You have to eat 

them.  

 
So if you’re not eating them or if your gut is compromised and you’re not 

absorbing nutrients properly, we want to know what you’re lacking, what 

you’re missing so we can put that in so that your immune system can get the 

balance and the support that it needs to function appropriately. 
 

One of my other favorite tests is measuring the function of the gut itself. So 

much of our immune system is dependent on our nutrition. So if our guts are 

broken down—for example, there are a lot of people out there taking antacid 
medications or taking antibiotics because their immune systems are 

compromised and they’re getting recurring infections.  

 
There are a lot of people with autoimmune pain diseases that are taking 

immune-suppressing medications like the biological drugs like Enbrel or 

nonsteroidal anti-inflammatories or steroid-based medications. These 

medications damage the GI tract. And they can hinder your body’s ability to 
absorb and digest. And so now what happens, if you’re on these medications 

for long periods of time, you become malnourished. So if, one, we can measure 

your nutritional status. Two, we can measure the status of your gut. Is your 
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gut inflamed? Do you have the right microbiome? Are you producing digestive 
enzymes? Is there some other kind of issue within your GI tract that is 

preventing absorption? Those things can be measured and then we can take 

action upon them, based on whatever we find. 

 
So measuring gut status, measuring nutritional status, measuring for delayed 

food responses or for delayed chemical allergens so that we can address the 

person’s behavior and lifestyle to accommodate their own uniquenesses. 

Everyone is unique in their own right. So lab testing can help identify what 
these uniquenesses and what these additional needs might be so that we can 

design a blueprint plan for an individual to follow beyond the very intelligent 

aspect of just listening to your body. 

 
Jonathan: Just a very simple practical question for you, Dr. Osborne, before 

we get into—I know we want to address vitamins and minerals, specifically, 

and how they play a role in the immune system function. We’re going to get 
there. But just, again, on a practical level, are people to be testing vitamin D, 

B vitamins, vitamin C, what are the names of these tests? Is there one 

comprehensive test for gut function? How do you help people understand, hey, 

if you go to a practitioner, this is what you got to ask for, you know what I 
mean? 
 

Dr. Osborne: Oh, absolutely. Absolutely. So if we’re talking about nutritional 
deficiencies, it’s not one test. It’s lots of different kinds of tests. So let me give 

you a few examples that are helpful. For vitamin D, we can ask our doctors to 

run a test called 25-dihydroxyvitamin D. Otherwise, we can abbreviate that as 

25-OHD. So 25-OHD would be one test you could ask for.  
 

Another test that can be asked for is a test called homocysteine. H-O-M-O-C-

Y-S-T-E-I-N-E. Homocysteine, it’s an amino acid derivative but it’s an indirect 

marker for vitamin B12, folate, and vitamin B6 deficiencies. Another test for 
vitamin B12 deficiency is called methylmalonic acid. We could test vitamin B2 

by ordering or measuring something called erythrocyte glutathione reductase 

activity coefficient. Again, that’s a big mouthful. But the erythrocyte 

glutathione levels will tell us a lot about vitamin B2. 
 

Now, there is a group test. There’s one really good test that you can also ask 

your doctor for. That test is called a SpectraCell, SpectraCell, S-P-E-C-T-R-A-

C-E-L-L. And what SpectraCell measures is it measures about 35 different 
nutrients, Jonathan. So you can get the B vitamins measured. You can get 

zinc and magnesium and calcium and chromium and copper and selenium 

and vitamin A and vitamin E and vitamin K. All those things can be measured 
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off of that one test. So if you are limited in what you’re able to ask your doctor 
for, if you just had that information, that would go a really, really long way 

toward helping you identify your nutritional status. 

 

Jonathan: And what about the gut function or other things that might be—I 
don’t know, some key things for them to throw out. And say, hey, I want to 

take a look at it. Is there—I mean it’s a lot of tests or what’s the story? 

 

Dr. Osborne: Yeah, the same thing there. There’s multiple types of tests. So 
depending on the story behind the patient, if we want to know about gut 

function, we want to know about the liver. We want to know about the 

gallbladder. Because those are organs that help the gut do its job. Those are 

called accessory GI organs. They help the gut do its job. So we are going to 
want to measure the pancreatic output, which you can measure from a blood 

test that any doctor can order. 

 
And there are a couple of blood tests that can be ordered. One’s called lipase, 

L-I-P-A-S-E. Another is called amylase, A-M-Y-L-A-S-E. So lipase and amylase 

are pancreatic enzyme tests. These are enzymes your pancreas releases to 

help you digest your food. Then, you can also look at liver enzyme function 
tests. There is a test called ALT and another test called AST. There’s another 

test called bilirubin, which will help us understand whether or not the liver is 

functioning appropriately.  

 
There’s a number of different types of gut tests where we take stool samples.  

And the stool samples can help us to identify bleeding within the GI tract, the 

occult blood. Or they can help us to identify different types of bacteria or 

different types of infections that live inside your GI tract, like parasite 
infections or yeast overgrowths or bacterial imbalances.  

 

But we can also measure chemicals for inflammation. There are a couple of 

different chemicals. And a lot of GI doctors are familiar with these types of 
tests. But one of them is called a calprotectin. Measuring calprotectin in the 

stool. Calprotectin is a marker of inflammation. So if you’ve got an 

inflammatory bowel problem, we can measure that through calprotectin. 
There’s another marker we can look at. It’s called lysozyme. And that marker 

can be looked at. It’s also a measure of gastrointestinal inflammation. 

  

There’s another marker that can be measured. It’s called secretory IgA, 
secretory IgA. IgA stands for Immunoglobulin A. Secretory IgA is the first line 

of defense. It is the very first antibody that your immune system produces in 

response to anything you put in your mouth. So understand you make 
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secretory IgA. You make it in your saliva and you make it in your intestines. 
And if your IgA levels are low and you have that as a measurement, there are 

things that can be done. There are treatments, there are supplements that can 

be done to support that low IgA level so we can bring it back up to speed. So 

all those are just different examples of functional tests that can measure the 
function of the gut and the ability of the gut to properly do its job. 

  

Now, there are a few others that can be done. You can do a fecal fat test that 

measures for fat malabsorption. There are tests that can measure 
carbohydrate and protein remnant fibers that are being found in high 

quantities in the GI tract. And so with these types of things, these are signs of 

malabsorption where a person is just not breaking their food down. Therefore, 

they’re not getting the nutrition out of the food that they’re eating. 
 

So, I know it’s a lot of different tests. So when you go to your doctor, just go 

back and make sure you—I would encourage anyone who’s listening to 
purchase this event because I know the information is wonderful in this event. 

You’ve got so many great speakers. But I just said a lot of things. And so you 

want to go back and re-listen to that and write all those things down. So that 

when you go in to talk with your doctor, you have a list of things that you can 
approach that doctor with where he can say, “Yes, I’m familiar with all of these 

different tests and we can get these ordered for you.” 

 

Jonathan: Dr. Osborne, you just read my mind, 100%. That’s exactly why I 
say to people throughout this event. The Immune Defense Summit is an entire 

tool for you. If you’re suffering with any kind of serious ailments and even if 

you feel like you’ve tried everything before, I guarantee you. In my five plus 

years—I’ve been on the internet now and producing almost 500 programs—I 
can tell you that each and every one of these conversations that I’m having 

with healthcare providers, if you listen to this two or three times, you’re going 

to get a minimum of 50% more out of each and every conversation.  

 
Just incredible, Dr. Osborne, what you just went over alone with the tests. 

So now we’ve got a heightened sense of awareness. That’s a powerful tool. The 

tests that we need to heighten our awareness, no doubt. Now, let’s get into 
some of these other things like vitamins and minerals that play an important 

role in immune system function. Talk to us about it, please. 
 

Dr. Osborne: Yeah, I mean, there’s a whole battery. I mean if we look at where 
most of the research focuses on vitamins and minerals. If we would say, okay, 

what are—like what are some of the top ones that we absolutely need to have 

for a healthy functioning immune system? Bar none, hands down. I don’t 
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think anybody could argue this, Jonathan, that vitamin C is one of the most 
critical essential nutrients that we can use to strengthen immune system. And 

so vitamin C helps to detox. It helps to bind heavy metals. It serves as a fuel 

source for your white blood cells. Vitamin C acts as a natural anti-histamine 

for people suffering with chronic allergies. Vitamin C acts as a binding agent. 
It helps to produce bile so that we can digest fats like vitamin D, vitamin E, 

vitamin A, vitamin K, and omega-3 fatty acids.  

 

Vitamin C plays a role in collagen formation, which is one of the structural 
integral proteins that our immune system needs to make antibodies and other 

things. So vitamin C, hands down, is—we could argue all day long. We could 

write text books about functions of vitamin C as it relates to the immune 

system. 
 

One of the others, though, that is commonly found in immune-boosting 

formulas—you’ll see it if you ever go to the market, you’re looking for 
something to help your immune system—is zinc. Now, zinc plays a role in 

more than 200 chemical reactions inside the human body. And those are just 

the ones we know about, Jonathan. I mean, there’s always that we don’t know 

what we don’t know.  
 

So the more we learn, the more we realize we don’t know. But zinc plays at 

least a role in 200 different chemical responses. Many of them are in immune-

regulating components. Zinc regulates part of the thymus gland’s job. The 
thymus helps to filter our white blood cells. The ones that are too strong or the 

ones that are too weak. The thymus’ job is to prevent them from getting into 

the circulation.  

 
And it does that under the direction of zinc. Zinc also plays a role in an 

enzyme system called superoxide dismutase or sometimes referred to as SOD. 

This is an antioxidant system that helps strengthen the immune system. It 

helps our body to detoxify. It helps our liver to appropriately work. So SOD is 
very, very critical. There are actually studies now showing how it helps 

preserve the length of our DNA, our telomeres on our DNA, which is one of the 

factors in human longevity and human health. 
 

So zinc plays a role in insulin production. So now think about this, this is a 

little bit different because it’s not a direct role of immune function. But zinc 

regulates—if we look at what insulin is, insulin is a protein. And this really 
long chain of amino acids—we call the chains of amino acids, we call those 

proteins—but the centerpiece that holds insulin together is zinc. So we can’t 

make insulin without zinc.  
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Now, what does insulin do? Why is insulin so important for immune function? 
Insulin regulates blood sugar. So the way our bodies generate energy is it 

converts glucose, which is blood sugar, into energy so that our immune cells 

have the energy that they need to do their job, right? So, if we don’t have zinc 

to make insulin, we can’t get the sugar out of our blood into our cells so that 
we can generate energy. And what happens is our blood sugar goes up.  

 

Now, when our blood sugars get really high, what happens is there’s this 

chemical reaction called glycation. And that’s just a fancy word that means 
that sugar starts to thicken our blood. And sugar starts to bind to our 

proteins, into our hormones, into our immune factors. And it basically makes 

our blood stream really, really sticky.  

 
And now, all those proteins that are in our bloodstream that are important for 

immune factors and important for immune function, they’re gluey. They’re 

sticky. They don’t work as well. And so if we don’t have adequate zinc, we 
can’t prevent our blood from getting thick and sticky. Our immune system is 

going to naturally be suppressed as a result of that. That’s just a by-product 

of elevations in blood sugar over time. So zinc is very critical. 

 
Other one I want to mention, because a lot people haven’t even heard of this 

nutrient. It’s L-glutamine. L-glutamine is an amino acid. Now, we can get L-

glutamine when we eat eggs and when we eat meats and certain vegetables do 

contain L-glutamine. However, L-glutamine, what you should know about it is 
that it serves two very big functions. One, our small intestine cells, the cells 

that line our small intestines—these are called enterocytes—they use L-

glutamine as their fuel source. So they don’t use glucose as a fuel source. 

They use L-glutamine.  
 

So when people are L-glutamine deficient, their guts don’t work as well. And 

now, they can’t absorb and digest their nutrients as well. And so now, you 

remember all these nutrients that the immune system relies on and depends 
on, right, goes back to L-glutamine because if we don’t have L-glutamine, the 

gut cells can’t absorb and can’t digest food appropriately. 

 
Now, the other function that L-glutamine has—I said that L-glutamine was the 

fuel source for the small intestinal cells—but it is also the fuel source for 

lymphocytes. Lymphocytes are the primary type of immune cells. If you’ve ever 

heard of a T-cell or a B-cell, these are types of lymphocytes. These are the 
types of white blood cells that help us battle infections. That help us fight 

cancers. That help us to regulate the debris that our body creates, the natural 

toxins that our body creates just on our day-to-day processes. And these 
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lymphocytes help to, basically, they help to gobble up and eat up all these 
toxins. They help to build our immune system. And L-glutamine is thee fuel 

source for these lymphocytes. 

 

So I would say, for the sake of time, I know we could talk all day about this. 
But just those alone, vitamin C, zinc, and L-glutamine are very, very crucial to 

overall immune system health and function. 

 

Jonathan: Dr. Osborne, I’m just having so much fun listening to you here. I 
think I probably just forget the rest of the questions and just have you 

continue to talk. But I tell you, I know anyone listening to your message is 

going to be completely blown away. And there’s a reason for that, I’ll tell you. 

Because Dr. Osborne is busy helping a lot of healthcare providers out there to 
be better practitioners.  

 

I would strongly encourage anyone out there in the healthcare profession to go 
check out some of the events that Dr. Osborne is doing. Because it’s going to 

give you this kind of detailed information so that you can be a better provider 

to people out there. 

 
And for the regular person out there who’s not a healthcare provider, this is 

just great to bring to your healthcare provider. And if they’re looking at you 

with like a blank stare. Well, you know what I’m about to say. It’s time to get 

another healthcare provider. So it’s just extremely valuable on both ends that 
we understand where you’re coming from.  

 

Dr. Osborne, I don’t know if there’s anything else right now in terms of the 

most common nutritional deficiencies that you see in your clinical practice 
that lead to immune problems. You’ve covered so many different things 

already. But is there anything else you want to add before we move on to 

autoimmune disease in particular? 

 
Dr. Osborne:  I think absolutely, yes. I would be remiss if we didn’t talk about 

anemia. Now, anemia means without oxygen, right? And the body needs 

oxygen. That’s why we breathe air. We get the oxygen out of the air. But 
having oxygen is not the same thing as having oxygen delivered to our cells. 

So anemias happen when we breathe in oxygen from the environment but our 

red blood cells are not capable of delivering that oxygen to our tissues to 

generate energy and normal function.  
 

Well, certain nutrients that I see that are extremely common that cause 

anemia…Most people who think of anemia, they think of iron deficiency. And 
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yes, you’re absolutely right. Iron deficiency causes anemia. But there are 
nutrients—a lot of times the doctor will run a test. It will be what’s called a 

complete blood count or CBC. And this test measures the red blood cells, the 

white blood cells, the hemoglobin, hematocrit, MCV something called mean 

corpuscular volume, which is the size and shape and color of your red blood 
cells.  

 

So these tests can tell us a lot about whether or not a person might have 

anemia. But most of this type of information on these tests only tells about 
iron. But you can have—and this is the most common anemia I see. Vitamin 

B12 deficiency anemias cause a special kind of anemia called macrocytic 

anemia. 

 
Now, vitamin B12 is responsible for helping red blood cells mature. Meaning, 

if they don’t mature, they don’t carry oxygen very well. They get really clumsy 

and they can’t hold on to oxygen so we become anemic. What happens when 
we have B12 deficiency and then we become anemic is we’re not generating or 

driving energy. So our immune cells can’t produce the energy in order to 

properly function.  

 
So what will happen to a lot of people, they become B12 deficient. They’ll get 

short of breath. They’ll develop fatigue. Many people will develop migraine 

headaches as a result of this kind of anemia. But what happens too with B12 

deficiency is it damages the gut. It prevents the gut from making new gut 
cells. As your gut cells get old and die, it’s harder for your gut to replace them 

with new gut cells. And so you become severely malnourished.  

 

So again this is one of those that it creates an anemia while at the same time 
affecting the gut causing malabsorption and malnourishment of other 

nutrients. And it’s so common. I see this in at least, at least 50% of the 

patients who come to see me in my clinic. 

 
Jonathan: Dr. Osborne, when I’m listening to you talk about anemia in 

particular, it’s a really strong message as far as I’m concerned. And don’t get 

me wrong, I am all for a plant-based diet. I love all the vegetables, fruits. I see 
all of that. It’s what I grew up on in terms of when I shifted to a more natural 

health and healing lifestyle through my macrobiotic days in the late ‘80s and 

early ‘90s. I love it all.  

 
Except, B12 deficiency is rampant especially in the vegan communities. You’ve 

got to be careful if you’re hooked on it for just philosophical reasons, it’s fine. 

I’ve got all the respect in the world for you. But you’ve got to be careful if you 
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think just being vegan is great. And having all the pasta, flour products, 
cookies, bread, eating plant food, some veggies but you’re really low on B12. 

And then you’re getting that shortness of breath. And then on top of that, you 

think exercise is great. You’re going to try to push yourself and exercise. But 

you’re wondering why you’re limited in reaching your goals. And why you don’t 
feel stronger and stronger as you’re exercising. A lot of this could be coming 

from being constantly in a state of anemia. 

 

Dr. Osborne: Oh, no doubt about it. And I want to be clear on something too. 
Because you mentioned something and I think it’s worth repeating. You said 

vegan diet. A lot of people don’t know what a vegan diet really is. A vegan diet 

means no animal products whatsoever. And I get this in the vegetarian 

communities all the time because there’s vegan diet, which is no animal 
product. Meaning no meat, no butter, no cheese, no fish, no dairy. No animal 

by-product at all, purely vegetables.  

 
But then there’s vegetarian diet. Vegetarian diets, there are different kinds of 

vegetarian diets. There’s lacto-vegetarian, meaning that somebody doesn’t eat 

meat but they do consume dairy. There is ovo-vegetarian, which is they will 

consume eggs. And then there’s pesco-vegetarian, which is the only meat will 
be fish. So there are different ways to be vegetarian. I want to be clear on 

these different definitions.  

 

But when we say vegan, we’re talking about somebody who eats no meat at 
all. And some people are not genetically designed for that. Some people are. 

And that’s part of what I like to differentiate within my clinic because there are 

people that are better served on a vegan diet. And then there are people that 

are better served as eating meats.  
 

And if you don’t know who you are in that realm, you can actually hurt 

yourself even though you’re trying to do things right philosophically. Maybe 

you are an animal rights advocate. Maybe you just feel like eating vegetables 
and eating plant-based product as a healthier thing to do. And it may be for 

some people, but it may not be right for you. 

 
And I would just encourage you to get with somebody who knows how to do 

the right kinds of tests to help you to discern that. Because not everybody is 

cracked out for a vegan-based diet. And many people will become very ill. And 

it will take a couple of years. A vegan diet will—it’ll take a couple of years for 
that B12 and zinc deficiency and B6 deficiency and methionine deficiency to 

start really, really showing up. But those deficiencies, we mentioned several of 

those nutrients as they’re related to the immune system, right? That’s part of 
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how a vegan diet in the wrong person can really, really cause a lot of immune 
problems. 

 

Jonathan: And of course, I do hope that people really listening carefully to all 

of these conversations really get where I’m coming from. This is about having 
a balanced approach. Everything I’m doing and all of these conversations—

and, Dr. Osborne, you are not disappointing at all. All of this is about having a 

balanced, intelligent, good approach to what feels the best for somebody.  

 
And we have to take everybody’s individual situations into account. See what 

resonates best with you. And then take those actions. But don’t ever get lost 

in all of this information. And the main point being, you are to have lots of 

great energy, not be getting sick every now and then throughout the entire 
year on a regular basis and just accept that as the way life is.  

 

You should be flexible. You should be in a great mood. You should have a 
clarity of mind. You should be able to rest well at night, get a good quality 

sleep. And have great energy during the day. This ought to be normal. And 

that’s why I created this event to try to get more and more people over to that 

kind of normal because that’s what we’re entitled to have. That’s what we’re 
born to be able to enjoy all the days of our life. 

 

Dr. Osborne, autoimmune disease, it’s a big deal. It’s a major health crisis. A 

lot of people are suffering with it. And a whole lot of others don’t even know 
they’re walking around with it. They’re completely undiagnosed. And again, 

back to that word, unaware of what’s going on. What do you recommend for 

those who have overactive immune systems? 

 
Dr. Osborne: Well, first of all, I’d say, if you’ve been diagnosed with any 

condition…Many conditions that people have, I’m going to give you a couple of 

examples. A lot of people walk around with hypothyroidism. Meaning they’ve 

been diagnosed and they’re on a medication. And they’ve been told they need 
the medication for the rest of their life. But they’ve never been told that the 

condition itself is autoimmune. So they don’t even know they have 

autoimmune disease. They’ve only been told they have a thyroid condition. 
 

Some people walking around, for example, with ulcerative colitis or Crohn’s 

disease. These are autoimmune conditions of the GI tract, of the large 

intestine. Some people are walking around with anemias. There are forms of 
autoimmune disease that cause anemia like pernicious anemia. So they don’t 

even know. They’ve just been told they have anemia. They haven’t been told 

that their condition is autoimmune. 
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So all that being said, if you have an existing diagnosis, the first thing I would 
have or ask of you is to ask the question, “Is this diagnosis an autoimmune 

diagnosis?” There is an estimated 46 million Americans, just in America, 

that’s just America, 46 million with an autoimmune diagnosis. And that’s just 

what we suspect is known. That’s not what we suspect is unknown.  
 

And to give you an example of how prevalent autoimmune disease is becoming 

and how much more we’re learning about it. We’ve now identified that 

osteoporosis is a form of autoimmune disease. We’ve identified that diabetes, 
and I’m talking about type 2 diabetes, can be a form of autoimmune disease. 

We’ve identified that certain forms of cardiovascular inflammation like high 

blood pressure, but more in particular, pericarditis, is an autoimmune 

disease. 
 

So we have these conditions that people have been diagnosed with. They’ve 

never been told, “Hey, you have an autoimmune condition.” They’ve just been 
told with the name of the diseases. And they’ve been given a medication to 

either suppress inflammation or to suppress the disease. But they’ve never 

really been told what the disease is or how it starts. And how they can be 

empowered to make changes in their life and their diet and their lifestyle. 
Potentially in supplementation, they can actually put the disease into 

remission. 

 

Jonathan: So true, Dr. Osborne. Every single person who has any kind of 
health problem at all should listen to every presentation in this event because 

I couldn’t agree with you more. Most people are being quickly diagnosed. And I 

underscore quickly in a very sad way: some sort of diagnosis based on 

symptoms that the person presents to the healthcare provider. Boom, they’re 
given a label, the medication. And there’s no richer understanding about what 

caused the problem, and even more, importantly, what ought to be done. 

 

So that leads me to our last question, Dr. Osborne, to wrap things up here. 
Beyond diet, which we talked a lot about; food, vitamins, minerals, things like 

these; is there anything else that you feel people should do to maximize 

immune function. 
 

Dr. Osborne: I am going to go through a few things here because one of the 

things that I did not mention. And I would feel bad if I walked away from this 

conversation and didn’t say it. Gluten sensitivity is a major, major problem in 
this country. But it goes even deeper than that. A lot of it stems from grain, 

from the mass consumption of grain.  
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If we look at the staple foods in our diet, most things are either corn, rice, 
wheat, or oat-based. And people are being told to eat eight to ten servings a 

day. But what they don’t realize is that the grain they’re consuming: One, is a 

lot of it is genetically modified. Two, a lot of it is sprayed with very toxic 

pesticides, especially something called Roundup or glyphosate.  
 

This is a pesticide that all by itself can cause immune dysfunction and 

immune dysregulation. It’s linked to cancer, among other diseases. And 

beyond that, grains can be heavy, heavy in mold toxins that can suppress the 
immune system. There’s a family of proteins in grain called ATIs, amylase 

trypsin inhibitors. They shut down the digestive tract and they also create 

digestive inflammation. 

 
So we’ve all been told for years, “Eat whole grain. Eat whole grain. Eat whole 

grain.” And we see this epidemic of autoimmune disease and immune 

suppression. And part of that problem is that grain is the major staple food 
that’s being served up to the population. And I would say look at your grain. 

First of all, look at what you’re buying. Is it GMO? Is it organic? Is it heirloom? 

Is it sprouted? There are all these important components about it. But many 

people are gluten sensitive. So it’s not just gluten, but it’s other things in 
grain. But many people with autoimmune disease are gluten sensitive. 

 

So I’d encourage you to look at your diet. Beyond just eating healthy, it’s 

potential that gluten sensitivity or grain sensitivity is playing a major role in 
your immune suppression. This is one of the most common things I see in the 

practice. 

 

Okay, beyond the diet, let’s go into a couple of different things. Number one, 
we live in a culture that is sunphobic. We’ve all been told by dermatologists for 

decades: Avoid the sun. You’re going to get skin cancer. The sun is bad for 

your skin. It’s bad for your health. Nothing could be further from the truth. 

We don’t want to avoid sunshine. We want to avoid sunburning. And there’s a 
very big difference between the two. Sunburning creates radiative damage that 

the body has to repair and heal from. And radiative damage can be cumulative 

over time, meaning radiation accumulates in the body and it can become very 
toxic.  

 

So if you burn, you’re going to get radiative damage. If you get regular 

sunshine, you’re not getting radiative damage. And that’s the distinction. 
Humans are designed to get sunshine. Our circadian rhythms, our hormones 

like cortisol and serotonin and melatonin all are under the influence of getting 

adequate sunlight. If you look at very perfect examples of cultures or people in 
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the world that don’t get sunshine, people from Alaska that live further north, 
people in Russia. What do they use? They use sun lamps. Why? Because if 

they didn’t, they would get seasonal affective disorder. They would be 

depressed. Their immune systems would start shutting down on them. They 

would start developing diseases like rickets because they’re not absorbing 
vitamin D or not getting the vitamin D from the sunshine. So, sunshine is 

such an important non-dietary factor. That people have been brainwashed to 

believe they absolutely need to avoid the sun. So, again, grains, sunshine 

avoidance. 
 

One of the other components that I would say is a big miss, especially in the 

United States because of the way our culture is. It’s go, go, go. It’s fast-paced. 

People don’t get enough sleep. They don’t get adequate rest. Remember rest is 
downtime. It’s what our body needs to repair and recover. It’s what our 

immune systems need to get a break.  

 
And if you’re getting six hours a night, okay, but your hours of sleep are 

uninterrupted or you’re going to bed beyond what are called reasonable sleep 

hours. The reasonable sleep hours, like the key sleep hours that we really 

want to have, and write this down, 10 p.m. to 2 a.m. That four-hour window is 
the optimal time that you need to be asleep. Not getting in bed at 10. Not 

falling asleep at 11 or 12, but sleeping between the hours of 10 p.m. and 2 

a.m., preferably longer on both ends of that, right? Going to bed at a decent 

time and sleeping through the night.  
 

But 10 p.m. to 2 a.m. is the time—the scientists have really studied this 

timeframe. It’s the time where we heal and repair the most. It’s a time where 

our circadian rhythms are reset. And so a lot of people chronically go to bed at 
11 or midnight. And they’re missing 50% of that window of healing. And so 

they’re just becoming chronically deprived of the healing process. So their 

body is in chronic breakdown, in chronic catabolic breakdown. And that can 

be a major, major problem in helping the immune system recover and helping 
the body heal and repair itself. 

 

Now, the last thing, so far I’ve said grain. I’ve said sunshine., I’ve said sleep. 
The last thing that is largely overlooked, in my opinion, that I see very 

frequently is a lack of mobility and movement. Again, we’re a go-go society. 

But most of our go-going is getting in a car and driving. And then getting to a 

desk or an office and sitting. So there’s very little physical acumen or physical 
behavior that people have. Remember, our bodies are 70% water. When water 

is stagnant, that breeds problems. That breeds infection. It breeds bad 
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bacteria. Our body is 70% water. We need motion and movement or our water 
in our bodies become stagnant.  

 

But the other reason why we need movement is because our lymphatic glands, 

our lymphatic vessels, which are just like blood vessels. The big difference 
between your lymphatic system and your blood cardiovascular systems is that 

your cardiovascular system has a pump that is always on. That pump is 

called your heart. So your heart is always beating, pushing blood through 

your body, pushing oxygen and nutrients through your body. But your 
lymphatic system doesn’t have that pump that’s always on. The pump for the 

lymphatic system is movement. It’s motion. It’s exercise. 

 

And so if you’re in a sedentary job, if when you get home you’re tired because 
you’ve been sitting all day and then you just go to lay down or sit on the couch 

or watch TV and you’re sedentary for the vast majority of the waking day, 

you’re not circulating your water fluids and your lymphatic fluids and you’re 
weakening your immune system. You’re weakening your body’s ability to 

detoxify through the lymphatic system. And you’re hindering the way your 

white blood cells are capable of traveling to different tissues throughout your 

body. 
 

So in summary, look at grain. Look at sunshine. Look at exercise. And look at 

sleep as fundamental things beyond the diet that if you’re not doing, you need 

to be doing if you want your immune system to be happy and healthy and 
protective of your body. 

 

Jonathan: Wow. That’s all I can say. Dr. Osborne, you talk about us being 

light creatures. We’re also dark creatures as well. We need that darkness. I 
strongly recommend for anyone listening to this message, make sure you tune 

in to the wireless devices conversation I’ve had with Dr. Dietrich Klinghardt, 

where we talk about the impact of wireless technology on our physiology, on 

our immune system, and most importantly how it’s affecting our sleep. Believe 
me, after listening to that conversation, you’ll see how intimately tied together 

wireless devices and understanding that is connected to so much that Dr. 

Osborne talked about.  
 

And also another one that I strongly recommend, you look at is poor oral 

health, the dental dangers. We’ll be talking to Dr. Stuart Nunnally, who is the 

past president of the International Academy of Oral Medicine and Toxicology. 
Very important overview about anything to do with poor oral health issues, 

which have a lot to do with immune function as well. 
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Dr. Osborne, I want to thank you so much for your time. And I want to thank 
our listeners for joining us today. If you would like a copy of this program plus 

all the other presentations inside the Immune Defense Summit, simply click 

the banner you see on this page. 

 
Thanks again for attending the Immune Defense Summit. Talk to you soon. 

Take care.  

 


